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Abstract. The software architecture plays a fundamental role in
the comprehension and maintenance of large and complex systems.
However, unlike classes or packages, this information is not explicitly represented in the code, giving rise to the definition of different approaches to automatically recover the original architecture of
a system. Software architecture recovery (SAR) techniques aim at
extracting architectural information from the source code by often
involving clustering of program artifacts analyzed at different levels
of abstraction (e.g, classes or methods).
In this paper, we capitalize our expertise in Machine Learning,
Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval to outline
promising research lines in the field of automatic SAR. In particular,
after presenting an extensive related work, we illustrate a concrete
proposal for solving two main subtasks of SAR, i.e., (I) software
clone detection and (II) clustering of functional modules according
to their lexical semantics. One interesting aspect of our proposed research is the use of advanced approaches, such as kernel methods,
for exploiting structural representation of source code.

1

Introduction

Software maintenance is essential in the evolution of software systems and represents one of the most expensive, time consuming, and
challenging phase of the whole development process. As declared
in Lehman’s laws of Software Evolution [31], a software system
must be continuously adapted during its overall life cycle or it progressively becomes less satisfactory (Lehman’s first law). Thus, as
software applications are doomed to evolve and grow [13], all of
the applied changes and adaptations inevitably reduce their quality
(Lehman’s second law). Moreover, the cost and the effort necessary
for both the maintenance and the evolution operations (e.g., corrective, adaptive, etc.) are mainly related to the effort necessary to comprehend the system and its source code [36]. Erlikh estimated that
the cost needed to perform such activities ranges from 85% to 90%
of the total cost of a software project [15].
According to Garlan [18], architectural information represent an
important resource for software maintainers to aid the comprehension, the analysis and the maintenance of large and complex systems.
In fact, software architectures provide models and views represent1
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ing the relationships among different software components according to a particular set of concerns [40]. However, unlike classes or
packages, these information do not have an explicit representation in
the source code, and thus several approaches have been proposed in
the literature to support software architecture recovery (SAR) [13].
Many of these techniques derive architectural views of the subject
system from the source code by applying clustering analysis techniques to software artifacts, considered at different levels of abstraction (i.e., classes or methods) [13]. These abstractions represent one
of the key aspect of such techniques as they allow to focus on specific maintenance tasks, providing different analysis perspectives. In
fact, even if the recovery process is always expressed in terms of a
clustering problem, the analysis of classes or methods leads to different SAR analysis, namely the clustering of functional modules and
software clone detection respectively.
One of the typical tasks for the maintainers is to locate groups of
software artifacts that deals with a specific topic, in order to modify them. For instance, a maintainer could be interested in finding all
the classes that handle a given concept in the application domain, or
that provide related functionality. The greater part of the approaches
for architecture recovery [26, 34] applies clustering algorithms to
large software systems, to partition them into meaningful subsystems. Files containing source code are placed in the same cluster
only in the case they implement related functions. A number of these
approaches generally attempt to discover clusters by analyzing structural dependencies between software artifacts [49, 1, 38, 5]. However, if the analysis is based on the sole structural aspect, a key source
of information about the analyzed software system may be lost, i.e.
the domain knowledge that developers embed in the source code lexicon. As a consequence, some efforts are being devoted to investigate
the use of lexical information for software clustering [29, 8, 7, 10].
On the other hand, the software clone detection task is focused on
the analysis and the identification of source code duplications. Duplicated source code is a phenomenon that occurs frequently in large
software systems [3]. Reasons why programmers duplicate code are
manifold. The most well known is a common bad programming practice, copying and pasting [43], that gives rise to software clones,
or simply clones. These clones heavily affect the reliability and the
maintainability of large software systems. The main issue in the management of clones is that errors in the original version must be fixed
in every clone. The identification of clones directly depends on the
degree of similarity between the two compared fragments: the less
their common instructions, the bigger the effort necessary to correctly detect them as clones [43]. In fact, programmers usually adapt
the copies to the new context by applying multiple modifications
such as adding new statements, renaming variables, etc. In this sce-

nario, it could be likely that some clones are not detected, thus affecting the reliability of the system due to the presence of unfixed
bugs.
From the perspective of SAR techniques, the crucial part for both
the considered tasks concerns the definition of a proper similarity
measure to apply in the clustering analysis, which is able to exploit
the considered representation of software artifacts. To this aim, in
this paper we explore the possibility of defining novel techniques
for automatic software analysis that combine different methods gathered from Information Retrieval (IR), Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) fields to automatically mine information from the source code. In particular, we investigate the application of the so-called Kernel Methods [20, 39] to define similarity
measures able to exploit the structural representation of the source
code. These techniques provide flexible solutions able to analyze
large data set with an affordable computational efficiency. However
a trade-off is imposed on their effectiveness as they solely rely on the
quality of the analyzed data. To this aim, some part of our proposal
will be specifically focused on the definition of a publicly available
data set necessary for the assessment of the proposed approaches.
In the reminder of this paper, Section 2 provides an extensive stateof-the-art for the two considered SAR tasks, i.e., the clustering of
functional modules and the software clone detection. Section 3 illustrates our proposal for automatic clone detection whereas Section 4 propose advanced machine learning methods, such as supervised clustering for SAR. Finally, Section 5 derives the conclusions.

2

State-of-the-Art in automatic SAR

A complete and extensive survey of SAR techniques is proposed
by Ducasse et al. [13] where authors provide an accurate taxonomy
of different approaches according to five distinct aspect, namely the
goals, the process, the inputs, the techniques and the outputs. In this
paper, we limit our analysis only to approaches and techniques for
automatic SAR involving clustering analysis techniques. In particular, we focus on two different SAR subtasks, related to the clustering
of functional modules (Section 2.1) and the identification of cloned
code (Section 2.2).

2.1

State-of-the-art of Software Clustering
methods

The definition of effective methods to automatically partition systems into meaningful subsystems, requires that several non trivial
issues have to be considered [26]: (i) the level of granularity for the
software entities to consider in the clustering; (ii) the information
used to compare software entities, and (iii) the clustering algorithm
to be exploited in order to group similar artifacts.
In Table 1, we summarize the state of the art regarding software
clustering for the recovery of software architectures.
To better provide a detailed overview of different approaches, in
the following we present the related literature with respect to the information exploited in the clustering process, namely structural information, lexical information, and their combinations.
Structural based approaches The works proposed by Wiggerts [49] and by Anquetil and Lethbridge [1] represent the first two
contributions to semi-automatic approaches for the clustering of software entities. In particular, in [1] authors present a comparative study
of different hierarchical clustering algorithms based on structural information. However the proposed solutions require human decisions

Table 1.

Overview of architecture recovery approaches

Approach

Used
Information

Bittencourt
and Guerrero [5]

structural

Wu et al. [50]

structural

Tzerpos and Holt [46]
Kuhn et al. [29]
Risi et al. [41]
Corazza et al.
[8, 7, 10]
Maqbool
and Babri [34]
Maletic
and Marcus [33]
Scanniello et al. [45]

structural
lexical
lexical
lexical

Clustering
Algorithm
Bunch;
hierarchical
hill climbing
genetic
algorithm
edge
betweenness;
k-means;
modul. quality;
design struct.
matrix
hierarchical;
prog. compr.
patterns;
Bunch
hierarchical
hierarchical
k-means
k-medoids;
hierarchical

Anquetil
and Lethbridge [1]
Mitchell
and Mancoridis [38]
Doval et al. [12]

structural

lexical
structural
lexical
structural
lexical
structural

hierarchical
minimum
spanning tree
k-means

structural
structural

Automatic or
Semi-automatic

semi-automatic
semiautomatic
automatic

semi-automatic
automatic
automatic
semiautomatic

semiautomatic
semi-automatic
semi-automatic
automatic
automatic

(e.g., cutting points of the dendrograms) to get the best partition of
software entities into clusters.
Maqbool and Babri in [34] highlight the features of hierarchical
clustering research in the context of software architecture recovery.
Special emphasis is posed on the analysis of different similarity and
distance measures that could be effectively used in clustering software artifacts. The main contribution of the paper is, however, the
analysis of two clustering based approaches and their experimental
assessment. The discussed approaches try to reduce the number of
decisions to be taken during the clustering. They also conducted an
empirical evaluation of the clustering based approaches on four large
software systems.
Mitchell and Mancoridis in [38] present a novel clustering algorithm, named Bunch. Buch produces system decompositions applying search based techniques in combination with several heuristics,
such as the coupling and cohesion of produced partitions, specifically designed for the clustering of software artifacts. In particular, the coupling and the cohesion heuristics are defined in terms of
intra- e inter- clusters dependencies respectively. The evaluation of
the produced partitions has been conducted according to qualitative
and quantitative empirical investigations. Similarly, Dove et al. [12]
propose a structural approach based on genetic algorithms to group
software entities in clusters.
Clustering algorithms based on structural information have been
also used in the analysis of the software architecture evolution [5], [50]. Wu et al. in [50] present a comparative study of
a number of clustering algorithms: (a) hierarchical agglomerative
clustering algorithms based on the Jaccard coefficient and the single/complete linkage update rules; (b) an algorithm based on program comprehension patterns that tries to recover subsystems that
are commonly found in manually-created decompositions of large
software systems; and (c) a customized configuration of an algorithm
implemented in Bunch [38]. Similarly, Bittencourt and Guerrero [5]
present an empirical study to evaluate four widely known clustering
algorithms on a number of software systems implemented in Java
and C/C++. The analyzed algorithms are: Edge betweenness clustering, k-means clustering, modularization quality clustering, and design structure matrix clustering.

Lexical based approaches Software clustering approaches exploiting lexical information are based on the idea that the lexicon
provided by developers in the source code represent a key source of
information. In particular, such techniques mine relevant information
from source code identifiers and comments based on the assumption
that related artifacts are those that share the same vocabulary.
The approach proposed by Kuhn et al. [29] constitutes one of
the first proposals in this direction defining an automatic technique
based on the application of the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
method [11]. The approach is language independent and mines the
lexical information gathered from source code comments. In addition, the approach enables software engineers to identify topics in
the source code by means of labeling of the identified clusters.
Similarly, Risi et al. [41] propose an approach that uses the LSI
and the k-means clustering algorithm to form groups of software entities that implement similar functionality. A variant based on fold-in
and fold-out is introduced as well. This approach can be used to automatically recover the architectural view of a software system and
provides an important contribution on the analysis of computational
costs necessary to assess the validity of a clustering recovery technique.
Corazza et al. [8] propose a clustering based approach that considers the source code text as structured in different zones providing different relevance of information. In particular, the relevance of each
zone is automatically weighted thanks to the definition of a probabilistic generative model and the application of the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm. Related artifacts are then grouped
accordingly using a customization of the k-medoids clustering algorithm. More recently the same authors propose an investigation on
the effectiveness of the EM algorithm in combination with different
code zones [7] and different clustering algorithms [10].

Approaches based on lexical and structural information
Maletic and Marcus in [33] propose an approach based on the combination of lexical and structural information to support comprehension tasks within the maintenance and reengineering of software
systems. From the lexical point of view they consider problem and
development domains. On the other hand, the structural dimension
refers to the actual syntactic structure of the program along with the
control and dataflow that it represents. Software entities are compared using LSI, while file organization is used to get structural information. To group programs in clusters a simple graph theoretic
algorithm is used. The algorithm takes as input an undirected graph
(the graph obtained computing the cosine similarity of the two vector
representations of all the source code documents) and then constructs
a Minimal Spanning Tree (MST). Clusters are identified pruning the
edges of the MST with a weight larger than a given threshold. To assess the effectiveness of the approach some case studies on a version
of Mosaic are presented and discussed.
Scanniello et al. [45] present a two phase approach for recovering hierarchical software architectures of object oriented software
systems. The first phase uses structural information to identify software layers [44]. To this end, a customization of the Kleinberg algorithm [24] is used. The second phase uses lexical information extracted from the source code to identify similarity among pairs of
classes and then partitions each identified layer into software modules. The main limitation of this approach is that it is only suitable
for software systems exhibiting a classical tiered architecture.

Table 2. Considered Clone Detection Approaches

Approach
Ducasse et al. [14]
Johnson [22]
Baker [2]
Kamiya et al. [23]
Yang [51]
Baxter et al. [3]
Koschke et al. [27]
Bulychev et al. [6]
Jiang et al. [21]
Komondoor and Horwitz [25]
Krinke [28]
Gabel et al. [17]
Leitão [32]
Wahler et al. [48]
Corazza et al. [9]
Roy and Cordy [42]

2.2

Used Information

Technique

Textual

String matching
Pattern matching
Suffix-tree matching
Dynamic Programming
Tree Matching
Suffix-tree AST
Anti-unification (NLP)
LSH
PDG Slicing
PDG Heuristics
PDG Slicing
Software metrics
Frequent Item-sets
Tree Kernels (ML)
Code Transformation
and Line Comparison

Token
Syntactic

Structural

Combined

State-of-the-art of Clone detection techniques

In this section we summarize research in the area of clone detection,
grouping the proposals according to the features they exploit to identify similarities among software artifacts (see Table 2). Note that our
goal here is not to provide an extensive analysis of the clone detection approaches presented in the literature but to provide an overview
of most important techniques together with a general background on
the problem, necessary to introduce the proposal presented in Section 3. An exhaustive survey of clone detection tools and techniques
is provided in [43].
Textual based approaches Ducasse et al. [14] propose a
language-independent approach to detect code clones, based on linebased string matching and visual presentation of the cloned code. A
different approach is presented by Johnson [22] where the author applies a string matching technique based on fingerprints to identify
exact repetitions of text in the source code of large software systems.
The main feature of these techniques relies in their efficiency and
scalability, easily applicable to the analysis of large software systems. However, their detection capabilities are very limited and only
restricted to very similar textual duplications (line by line). As a matter of fact these approaches are scarcely usable in practice.
Token based approaches Baker [2] suggests an approach to identify duplications and near-duplications (i.e., copies with slightly
modifications) in large software systems. The proposed approach
finds source code copies that are substantially the same except for
global substitutions. Similarly, Kamiya et al. [23] use a suffix-tree
matching algorithm to compute token-by-token matching among
source code fragments. The authors adopt optimization techniques
that mainly normalize token sequences. This is due to the fact that
the underlying algorithm may be expensive when used on large software systems.
The main drawback of these approaches is that they completely
disregard the syntactic structure of the analyzed source code, similarly to textual based techniques. As a consequence, these solutions
may detect a large number of false clones, usually not corresponding
to any actual syntactic unit.
Syntactic based approaches Syntactic based approaches exploit
the information provided by Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) to identify
similar code fragments. Such techniques are more robust to modifications in code fragments than textual and token based technique. However, they may possibly fail in case modifications concerns the inver-

sion or the substitution of entire code blocks: the so-called gappedclones [28].
Yang [51] uses dynamic programming to find differences between
two versions of the same source file. A similar approach is presented
by Baxter et al. [3]. It is based on a tree matching algorithm to compare sub-trees of an AST of a given software system. On the other
hand, Koschke et al. [27] describe an approach to detect clones based
on suffix trees of serialized ASTs. The main contribution of this work
is that software clones can be identified in linear time and space. A
different approach is presented by Bulychev et al. [6], where authors
propose a clone detection technique based on the anti-unification algorithm, widely used in Natural Language processing tasks. A novel
approach for detecting similar trees has been presented by Jiang et
al. [21] in their tool Deckard. In their approach, certain characteristic vectors are computed to approximate the structure of ASTs in
a Euclidean space. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is then used to
cluster similar vectors using the Euclidean distance metric.
Structural based approaches Structural based approaches gather
information from control and dependency graphs to identify clones.
In particular these techniques apply algorithms to identify isomorphic sub-graphs within a graph built considering control and data
flow dependencies (i.e., the program dependence graphs, PDG) of
the software system to analyze.
Komondoor and Horwitz [25] propose an approach based on
program slicing techniques, applied on PDGs. On the other hand,
Krinke [28] propose a heuristic based approach to identify isomorphic sub-graphs. More recently, Gabel et al. [17] propose a PDGbased technique that maps slices of PDGs to syntax subtrees and applies the Deckard clone detection tool [21].
The main advantage of these techniques is that they do not depend on the particular textual representation of the code, allowing to
detect also functional duplications, in addition to the textual based
ones considered by previous approaches. However the identification
of isomorphic sub-graphs is a NP-hard problem and only approximated solutions may be provided.

In the literature, all these kinds of code similarities correspond to
the following taxonomy of clones [43]:
Type 1 : An exact copy of consecutive code fragments without modifications (except for white spaces and comments).
Type 2 : Syntactically identical fragments except for variations in
identifiers, literals, and variable types in addition to Type-1s variations;
Type 3 : Copied fragments with further modifications such as
changed, added, or deleted statements in addition to Type-2s variations.
Type 4 : Code fragments that perform similar functionality but are
implemented by different syntactic variants.
According to this classification, only Type 1 clones are represented
by exactly the same set of instructions, while the other three types involve lexical and syntactic variations between the two fragments. As
a consequence, an effective similarity measure has to combine both
the syntactic and lexical information. Thus, the input representation
is the first crucial point to consider when designing a machine learning based clone detector. In addition, annotated data are needed to
train the considered techniques. In the rest of this section we discuss
these two points in depth and also the assessment protocol.

3.1

Code Similarities and Kernel Methods

Combined approaches In the literature techniques that combine
different artifacts representation have been defined. For example,
Leitão [32] combines syntactic and semantic techniques using functions that consider various aspects of software systems (e.g., similar
call sub-graphs, commutative operators, user-defined equivalences).
Differently, Wahler et al. [48] present an approach based on a data
mining technique to detect clones. This approach uses the concept of
frequent item-sets on the XML representation of the software system
to be analyzed. Morevover, Corazza et al [9] propose an approach
for software clone detection based on the application of Tree Kernel
functions to compare source code fragment according to their syntactic structure and the associated lexical information. The effectiveness
of the approach has been assessed in comparative experiments with
another pure syntactic based approach. Finally, Roy and Cordy [42]
present an approach based on source transformations and text line
comparison to find clones.

Kernel methods [20] have shown to be effective in approaches considering the similarity between complex input structures. In particular, tree kernels have been widely used in fields including natural language processing [39] and bioinformatics [47], applied to parse and
phylogenetic trees respectively. Thus, considering the source code, it
seems rather intuitive to apply tree kernels to Abstract Syntax Trees
(ASTs) of the source code. However, as the sole syntactic information is not sufficient to decide whether two code fragments are clones
or not, we enriched the information present in each (internal) node of
the AST by annotating them with the lexemes gathered from the corresponding leaf nodes. Preliminary results are reported in [9].
Such approach can not be applied in detecting Type 4 clones as
their similarity is independent of the corresponding program text. As
in this case the information about the program behavior becomes relevant for the identification of clones, we consider the source code as
represented by the Program Dependency Graph (PDG) onto which
we apply a graph kernel method to detect similar subgraphs. A PDG
is a representation of a function in which nodes correspond to simple statements and control flow predicates, and edges encode data
and control dependencies [17]. However, the main drawback of these
kernels with respect to the previous ones regards the computational
effort needed in performing the similarity evaluation. As a consequence, it is necessary to find a good trade-off between such computational cost and the information taken into account in the comparison of PDGs. To this aim, we consider Weighted Decomposition
Kernels (WDK) [37] as they enable to define criteria to reduce the
total number of comparisons. We generate the PDGs for source code
written in the C language by using the Code Surfer tool.8

3

3.2

Clone Detection

As briefly introduced in Section 1, the definition of clones [3] states
that two code fragments form a clone if they are similar according
to some similarity function. However, such similarity can be based
either on their program text, or on their functionality (independent of
their text) [43].

Training data

A crucial problem in adopting machine learning approaches regards
the necessity to arrange two different set of annotated data, namely
the training and the assessment set respectively. Unfortunately, this
8
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kind of data set are harder to get in case of clone detection as the
manual annotation process is too expensive for large systems. Therefore, in order to alleviate such problem, the generally adopted solution consider the definition of a pooling process where the manual
check is performed on a limited set of data gathered from different
clone detection tools. An example of such process is provided in [4].
However, the effect of such procedure is that there is no guarantee
of completeness and only a precision measure can be evaluated, by
manually checking the output of the system. Moreover, the so obtained data are not effective for training, as they tend to simulate
the system used to generate them, rather than addressing the actual
clones.
Given such situation, only unsupervised machine learning, i.e.
clustering, can be proposed. However, clustering can not be expected
to be accurate enough for this application, as only the similarity definition can be exploited to guide the algorithm. As an alternative, we
explore the use of simulated data to build a training set and apply supervision to detect the clones. The data set is produced as a variation
of a given software project where clones are modified and injected
by following predefined probability distributions. In this way, we can
control the quality of the training set, without imposing any restriction on its size. A classifier employing the necessary kernels can then
be trained to filter the data produced by the clustering step.

domain knowledge concerning relationships between code fragments
from which similarity measures are to be learned.
2) exploiting all available information, in terms of existing full or
partial architecture documentation, in order to improve performance
of predictive algorithms. The few existing fully documented software
systems can be used as gold standards representing how a correct architecture recovery should appear. The problem can be framed in
terms of supervised clustering [16]: gold standards are examples of
inputs (the code) and desired outputs (its architectural organization),
used to train a predictive machine trying to approximate the desired
output when fed with the code. In so doing, the predictor adapts the
similarity measure to improve the approximation. When presented
with a new piece of code, the trained machine clusters it using the
learned similarity measure. We plan to extend this supervised clustering paradigm, mostly developed for flat clustering, to produce a
hierarchy of clusters. Partial architecture documentation can also be
used in a similar fashion by turning the supervised learning problem
into a semi-supervised one: the algorithm is trained to output a full
architectural representation which is consistent with the partial information available, possibly accounting for inconsistencies due to
labeling errors or ambiguity.

3.3

To understand the effectiveness of the proposal, an extensive experimental assessment is needed. In particular, a lot of parameters need
to be set regarding the different input representations, the probability
distributions used in the training set generation and the kernel parameters. Given this scenario a k-fold cross validation protocol seems to
be appropriate. As this preprocessing step is performed on a fully labeled data set, precision, recall and F-measure are used to estimate
the effectiveness of the considered configurations.
Once the best configuration has been identified, it will be used to
replicate the few available datasets in the literature, in order to compare the proposal with the state-of-the-art. As previously discussed,
since not all the gold positives are labelled, both the recall and Fmeasure are underestimated.

In this paper, we presented an extensive related work in the field of
automatic SAR. We also illustrated our experience and proposal for
using advanced Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing and
Information Retrieval for automatic SAR.
In particular, we discussed innovative approaches, i.e., kernel
methods, to detect the similarity between complex input structures
such as source code represented in terms of Abstract Syntax Trees.
We also proposed hybrid methods exploiting Program dependency
graphs in machine learning algorithms (MLA) based on graph kernels. Since MLA require training data, we outlined possible approaches to gather it, ranging from manual annotation to artificial
data generation. In this respect, we also discussed innovative MLA
for learning object similarities, which are able to integrate background knowledge by means of logic predicates.
Finally, we proposed new supervised clustering methods which
can automatically learn how to recover software architectures.
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